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WOOSTER WoICE
Cheney calls for truth
in higher education
Bj TODD LEWIS
The College kicked off its annual
Wooster Forum last night with an
address byLynne V. Cheney, former
head of flic National Endowment for
the Humanities (NEK) under the
ReaganandBushadnMnistrarions.and
presently the W. R Brady, Jr. Distin- -
"
' J---
---
" 'guisbedFeDowat - -
.
theAmericanEn- - .
tapriae institute. "Thefact thatpeople have
Cheney, ad come to think of knowledgeSSSS andpower in terms ofone
ested citizens another has done more harm
from the sur-- than anything I can think of
rounding com-- ta sjiape higher education in
muniues in an r iJ jJzj y
held ms last decade."open event
in McGaw
Chapel last night The address was
followed by a reception held in
Freedlander Theatre lobby.
The theme of Cheney's address
was Celling the Truth," also the title
of a controversial report which she
issued whitehead of NEH.
In it, she concentratedon the crisis
in higher education, which has arisen
from the increased use of the class-
room asastaging ground andaforurn
for indoctrination and advancement
of various political movements.
Cheney took the occasion of her
address to make hght of her past at-
tacks on the College and the First-Ye- ar
Seminar. She went on to level
an attack upon what she viewed to be
today.
The fact that people have come to
think of knowledge and power in
Computers
donated
to Taylor
By RICH SOMMERS
Upon entering the computer room
in Taylor Hall this fall, you may have
noticed a new section of computers.
Seven to 12 Sun and Sun Iaokalike
Unix Stations have been added to the
computer room.
According to Dr. Dale Brown, pro-
fessor ofmathematical and computer
sciences, these new computers are
primarily science work stations.
Tlv Sim and Sun Lmkalike Unix
Stations were dotations to the Col--
lege by Prism Interactive, to help
.
please see COMPUTERS, page 2
terms of one another has done more
harm than anything I can think of to
shape higher education in this last
decade," she said to the respectful
audience.
Mostofthe speech touchedon ideas
already stated in her report of the
same name, also a part of this year's
First-Ye- ar Seminar. -
Sbealsotook
the tune to
deliver at-
tacks losome
of her old
nemeses.
She said, "As
oneprofessor
put it, We
work in
whatever
way we can
to end capitalistic patriarchy.' No kid-
ding! (Their aim is rtcjusU dissident
readingofFarocZrt, but the trans-formati- on
of society."
The comment about a dissident
reading ofParadLseLostvixs directed
towards Professor Stanley Fish of
Duke University, one of Cheney's
most outspoken critics,whose carreer
look off after be proposed a contro-
versial, deconstructicnist analysis of
apassage fromMilioa'sinagiMSopus.
After her address, she answered
questions from theaudience, atwhich
time sheagain attacked Fish. She told
an embarassing anecdote, coocbding
with,"There is an cibjecn verealityout
there, and even somebody like Pro-fess-or
Fish who claims to be a relativ-
ist has to trip up on it sometime."
please see CHENEY, page 3
International news
available via SCOLA
By CHTTRALEKHA ZUTSHI
Bysubscribing lo the Satellite Com-
munications for Learning Associa-
tion (SCOLA), the College is receiv-
ing news progianuning from around
theworklthisfalLinmany languages.
Anon-profaorgammti-
on, SCOLA
is headquartered on a satellite farm in
McClelland, Iowa. & receives televi-
sion signals from over 35 countries
around the world, downlinks these
signals, video-recor- ds them and then
uplinks them again so that these same
agnab canbe picked up by inorethan
700 schools, institutions and indi--,
viduals. All this is done without
affectmgbroack quality inany sig-
nificant way.
The list of subscribers includes in-
stitutions such as Harvard, Stanford,
MTT and Oberlin; the Department of
Defense, the CIA and now the Col-
lege of Wooster.
This project has been spearheaded
by Stanton Hales, vice-preside- nt for
academic affairs, and technically
made possible by the efforts of Dong
McCartney, the College's contact
person to SCOLA,
The satellite dish captures news
programsfromcountriesIikeMexico,
Croatia, Korea, China, Iran, Italy,
Austria, Malaysia, Israel, Poland,
Portugal, France, Spain, Japan and
Russia. It has been installed on the
roofof the library.
The SCOLA broadcast isreceived
on Channel 7 of the College-owne- d
Master Antenna System. Any indi-
vidual cwiirtga television connected
to theMaster AntennaSystem should
be able to access SCOLA on their
'ST'
Pipers and dancers
screens. This does not include the
College small houses.
The College has also acquired tap-
ing rights from SCOLA which al-
lows for students to videotape their
choice of programs for later viewing.
One year's subscription to SCOLA
costs $500 including taping rights.
The rest of the hardware, including
labor for installation and the satellite
itself, totaled $6500.
According to McCartney, SCOLA '
isaMuniqueinfcainationsource. There
is nothing quite like it," he said. "It
was installed by the College to pro-
vide the students with as many infor-
mational lesouces as possible."
SCOLA gives a many-side-d view
of a country due to its inclusion of
military and political news, and also
fashion and cultural news, music,
weather and sports, all in the native
language. v.
McCartney is open to the idea of
recommendations about the kinds of
programs that students would like to
watch more often on SCOLA.t When asked about the lack ofpro-
grams from India and Pakistan on
SCOLA,mspite of therebeingalarge
student community from these coun-
tries on campus, be said, SCOLA's
schedule changes from week to week
based on customer needs; therefore
there is a possibility that programs
fiomthesecountrieswfflbeacqjnred." -
Patricia Tierney, director of Inter-naticci- al
Student Affairs, and the pub-I- k;
relaobm managerforSCOLA,sees
has being very appropriate for inter-
national students. She feels it will
Please see SCOLA, page 2
perform
ptoo by brittany bullard
The CoOegt of Wooster Scot band pipers, dancers and drummers brushed aside rain to entertain students,
faculty and the community at Scot Spirit Day last Friday outside Lowry center. Over 40 student interest
orgamrations also took part fa the festivities, w
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News Briefs
NATIONAL
VtoPresidentAlGore8fldPresidcrtBfflClara
Performance Review, wbich they hope will lead to saving $108 bfflion during
a five year period by making dramatic changes within the federal government.
The WHouxadniinistzatkn is searching
proposed health plan without losing any political support. They are consider-
ing increasing the"sin" tax (higher taxes on such items as beer, and cigarettes)
and cutting Medicare.
Jocylen Elders was confirmed as the new Surgeon-Gener- al after lengthy
SffW.ronfirrnarion hearings. She wasacontroversial nominee because ofher
public opinions an abortion, sex education, and condom distribution.
Judge Btfcrt Parscns, Jr. foiSharm
incornpcsertrrKXherfbrhgtwo- -
Parsons granted Bociocis' mother full custody. The case win be appealed.
.
A disturbing murder that occurred in 1957 was finally resolved recently
when the widow ofaKKK member confessed io her Juntamd's participation
m thenajrferofWinie Edwards. Authorities wffl be investigating why the man
was never prosecuted.
On a lighter note, the Washington, D. Redskins beat (slaughtered) the
DaDas Cowboys on Monday, 35-1- 6.
.
INTERNATIONAL
After much discussion between officials nresenting Israel and the Pales-
tinians, a rxace treaty was sigrtedcnMoriday. People on both sides fear that
the new emotional tnrmofl created by the proposed pact will lead to larger
amounts of violence than there had been previously.
In South Africa, a bill was passed that will allow Car a multi-part-y
comminne to be in charge of making the accessary steps allowing for the
country's first open-to-a- ll races efcakn to take place next ApriL
BosnianPresider&AlIzefbegovK
day to discuss the revival ofpeace negotiations between the Serbs and Croats
and the role the United Sates will play in enforcing current and future
regulations. ' -
National and international news briefs compiled by KATE PETERSON
with mfbrmaubn from USA Today
Student Government Assoqation
o Funding Applications for any
group requesting funding by SGA for
the 1993-199- 4 school year are now
available at the Lowry Center Infor-
mation Desk. Applications are due in
the SGA office by
Monday, September 20.
O SGA Senate elections will be held
Monday, September 20 during dinner.
Voting will take place in both
Kittredge andLowry dining halls.
GLCA New York
Date: September
Program Director Ahria Sher will be at Woosta to interview students
interested in applying for Spring 94 admission on Tuesday,
September 14. 1993, from 8:30 tm. to KfcOO ajn. in Severance Art
Room 16, where sign-u-p sheets win be posted.
There will also be a slide presentation
the Severance Art Seminar Room
Forfurttoirforrnation.
Arts Pro ram
13-1- 4, 1993
about the GLCA NY Arts program in
Monday evening at 7:30 pjn.
please call X-219- 1.
The Wooster Voice News
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The new computers la Taylor wQ be
a wen aa independent stac&es projects and general ase at aai
Computers
continued from front page
strengthen ire CoCege'scornputer sci-
ence deparunent. They are set up in a
network and "will be used to study
concepts inparaTM pocf-vting- , where
more than one computer is used to
solve a problem," said Brown. ,
Classes such as Operating Systems
and Computer Architecture, as well
as a number of students working on
Independent Study will be making
use of the network.
Other membenof thecollege com-munity.snc- has
the music and physics
departments, may find use for the
computers due to their higb-tecbnol-ogygraphkaardsccnd"We- hopeto
interest students arid faculty to use the
computers," said Brown.
Brown noted that the systems were
only received a week before school
started, and they are still acquiring
SCOLA
continued from front page
alleviate the problem of biased news
reporting, if any at all, about other
countries in the U.S. media.
"SCOLA wffl bring students their
own news," Tiemey said, "and since
k can be videotaped, the time pro-
grams are broadcasted ceases to be a
problem."
Tiemey added, "It is important for
tH fftxV"tt. no only "winMi.
find out bow news is broadcast in
ether coontries. Even though all news
n fyfiin'MTd at Ifasf stinHftt can gam
adifferent perspective from watching
So! cs Much cs You
Want In OrWkl
t10O.$6OO.flftO0
MoMApptcotorloCbanfc
VMA. MO. MAM. AMOCO c
Ca tar your mi MMMtT and to
c.uoNy tar mi TW to MTV
SnUN MHAKT4.
Oof 1-M-3- -Ot2t, tt M.
phots by BRITTANY BULLARO
ased for composer science classes '
software fbrthem. He predicts thatit
willprobabfyrjeanorherrnonthorso"
before they will be ready for use.
For those interested in utilizing the
technology available in Taylor Han.
the computer center is open accord-
ing to the results of three surveys
taken over the past few years.
Sirre ithas teen observed that few
students use the center in the early
morning hours, the computer center
win close at or before midnight, ex-ce-pt
on Thursdays and Surxlays. Ex-
tended hours win be implemented for
exam weeks and before senior inde-
pendent studies are due. .
The computer center's hours are:
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
8ajn.-12aj- n.
Thursday 8ajn.-4aj- n.
Friday 8ajn.-6p.r- n.
Saturday 12 pjn. - 6 psa.
Sunday ' 12 pjn. - 4 ta
SCOLA; a perspective that win be
unique from a particular country."
As far as the educational implica-
tions of SCOLA are concerned, it
seems to be a dream come true for
tangrmgy fflyWttf and OVlT IfachfTt.
There has already been a move to-
wards acquiring televiskA sets ialart
guage suites so that lariguageassuv-tant- s
can videotape news programs
for use in tutorials. J
Other than that, television sets in
classrooms can provide first-han- d in-
formation about a country andVits
people, as wen as instant language
September 10, 1993
SAB secures
money for
T.M.B.G.
By LIZ PUTERBAUGH
rV!ytr1ffHrconsuaaits, the Coi-le-ge
of Wooster has landed a big-na- me
band to perform at this year's
Parry on die Green. They Might Be
Giants wffl perform next weekend.
The Student Activities Board
(SAB), which sponsors the event, re-cei-ved
additional help from President
Copeland and other campus organi-
zations to cover the expense of the
band.
However, the funding from the.
President was not originally intended
for Party on the Green.
"The original purpose was not to
enhance Party on the Green but to
provide a third major event,"
Copeland said. "We sort of backed
into Party on the Green."
Copeland said SAB approached
him last fan with ideas for a major
event, in the spring, in addition to
Party on the Green. When SAB de-
cided to combine the big-na- me event
and Party on the Green, money was
made available to SAB from the
Record Fond, an annual donation for
student activities, according to
Copeland.
"We went on a long shot to Presi-
dent Copeland because we really
wanted this to work." SAB Advisor
Karen Fisher said. "We didn't go to
him with knowledge that this fund
existed."
Fisher said SAB was hoping to
hiaveabjg-naineccacmorcornedi- an
last spring, but that the money pro-
vided was not enough to carry this
plan out.
"There's no allowance in our bud-
get fcrab-nanttccccer- t." she said.
"I don't think students realize how
much money is required for a big-na- me
band."
Fisher said reserving a wen-know- n
band can cost the college between
$15,000 and $40,000.
Due to the money provided by
Copeland, SAB can now make this :
yeaVs Party on the Green more of an
event. Students wffl be able to enjoy
a wen-know- n band just by showing
their college IDs.
However, the concert wffl not be
cpentotegeneral public even though
the concert appears on the band's tour
schedule.
Inter-Gree- k Council
General Rush BBQ
Date: Sunday. September 12, 1993
Time: 5:00-7:0-0 pjn.
Place: The Quad
Why: Free food and music
Open to all of campus
September 10, 1993
Cheney
continued from front page .:
She dealt with questions from the
audience which explored her views
on feminism, the existence of objec-
tive truth and our ability to discern it.
Dean ofFaculty Susan Figge com-
mented thatMForme, the high point of
the evening was die wonderful array
of student questions. (They were
articulate, thoughtful, agreeing and
,
disagreeing,ccnplicanwhatlthink
she sorretimes oversimplified.'
Other observers had similar opin-
ions of Cheney's remarks. Rebecca
Sanders 95 remarked that, 1 agree
with a lot of the things that she said
andlagfee that we should all have our
own views about things.
"She came in here biased, and I
think that added a lot of animosity
between the students who think
Wooster is aP.C school and students
who think Wooster is good at educat-
ing its students.
Student Ben Larson added, "Very
thougntprovoking. However, I fed
--
-
that in our society today, truth is not
completely objective."
Professor and Residence Director
Jeff Brodd said, 1 didn't get much
new out of her speech. I think it's
important and timely that she's ad-
dressing these concerns. At the very
least it generates intelligent analysis
and discussion.", -
Professor Henry B. Kreuzman m
commented on Cheney's address, at
the reception,MMy main problem was
that there was so much anecdotal evi-
dence as the basis of her account that
the college classroom has become
politicized.'
Professor Kreuzman felt that such
evidence was open to multiple inter-
pretations, some of which undercut
Cheney's own argument. Such evi-
dence was nota firmbasis on which to
allege a pattern throughout higher
education, be said.
A recurring theme in discussion
before Cheney'saddress was the con-
cern overapotential hostilitybetween
the audience and Cheney, given her
The Wooster Voice News .
past attacks on the College and its
forum. - jBy and large, though, student opin-
ion after the speech was fairly
unanamious in their feelings towards
her motivations for coming.
Most students did not think that
Cheney's coming was the mark of
courage on her part. Rafter, opinion
was nearly uniform that her appear-
ance was part of the furthering of her
arguments. .
Several students and members of
the faculty remarked that she appeared
to enjoy the discourse which took
placeduringthequestion-and-answe- r
session and at the reception.
Following Cheney's address on the
forum schedule is one by Charles L.
Rammer m, professor of religion at
theCollege. Kamroerwill speak Sept
20cflMAFieldofDreams: The Search
for a Future."
Kammer is author ofThe Kingdom
Revisited: An Essay in Christian and
Social Ethics and Ethics and Libera-
tion: An Introduction.
Page 3
Human resource group
coming to Wooster
By SEAN HARRIS
Ursala Cummings, human re-
sources assistant at the College, is
pushing to add Wooster to the list of
student-ru- n chapters of Society for
Human Resource Management
(SHRM).
SHRM,anatkxial organization that
helps prepare its members foracareer
in the field of human resource man-
agement, promises to bring interested
students avariety ofbenefits thatrange
from publications such as HR Maga-
zine to a credit line with the MBNA
Master Card Program.
It really helps students learn what
a career in human resource manage-
ment is like," states Cummings, a
member of the board of directors for
SHRM. "SHRM shows how diversi-
fied human resource is and howmuch
of it encompasses legal work and
working with policies and
Sponsored by the Wayne County
Personnel Association; the student
chapter will be composed of a mini-
mum of eight members with majors
ranging fromcommunications topre-
law, and including psychology, eco-
nomics, and sociology. Student dues
are only $33 per year compared to
$160 for professional members.
TheNational Gxrference ofSHRM
member is $100 versus $200 for other
members. Along with reduced mem-
berships, SHRM offers the Student
Chapter Merit Award and Internship
Guidebook to its members.
Eligibility guidelines for SHRM
members include full time or part
time student status carrying at least
six semesters or eight quarter hours
interest in human resource ,
management
..
'
A tentative meeting for interested
parties in the resource group is ex-
acted to take nlace on Oct 1.
Rrset the clever headline
" ifejmo
rid
'
"
'"'11 Ml f
Apple Macintosh
Color Classic 480. Built-i- n 10"
Color Monitor and Apple Keyboard U.
The Macintosh' Color Classic! It offers a brigshaipS()nyMtrori' special financingwith the Ale'Corrpiterl'-tomakeow- ru
display. Kcorr enough to fit on any desk And right rw this alreaay one even easier. Visit your Apple Campus ReseUer today. For the
affordable model is available at an unheard-o- f price. You can also get power more college students choose. The power to be your best w.
For further information contact
The Computer Sales Office
201 Taylor Hall, x2252
Price does not include sales tax
flintr J Ommmmn
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Wooster Insight
Laboring on Labor Day
la the 1 870s, with the Industrial Revolution taking shapeand more and mere
workers entering the laborforce, atradition was begun to honor those laborers.
This tradition, which today we celebrate as Labor Day, was designed lo honor
the laborers who struggled to build op this country.
IborDty is cxlebrated across thecountry Schools, banks and
post offices close and picnics are the order of the day. Here at the College,
rjowrver.stixlenudon'tcelebrateLabw
take a day off from school and work, Wooster students wake opto the sound
of an alarm dock, grab their books and take off to class. Although the idea of
going to classes on a day when the country rests is not the most pleasant, our
Fall Break replaces the holiday that we missed this week. We work on a
national holiday, but take a few days off in October when most people are
working.
Gctodasses onaholidaybno realproblern. The pro
in the fact that while students go to classes, the rest of thecampu is shut down.
This denies us the resources which are supposed to be available to us. The.
Bookstore, for example, was shut down at the beginning of the second week
Of achooL when tfllrimn are trill rurhagmg hnrira and mtrriU for fIflfyf
and personal use. TheRegistrarioffice was also dosed the week after classes
started- during the last tew days to make changes in a schedule by adding a
class. TheFinaKial Aid andTreasurex'sc5ces were closed as welL Also, the
crcanrfiam took the dayoff. Itappeared, howevtx.thatc did wxadequately
prepare tor the long weekend. In several dorms and houses, the toilet paper
ended long before the custodian's three-da- y weekend did.
We recognize that most of the staff members here on carnpus have worked
throughout the summer. Staff members here at the College work hard and
deserve to take a day off. We do not begrudge them a wen-deserv- ed break. To
give the staff a holiday and require students to attend classes, however,
deprives us of the various resources which help to enhance cur experience at
the College and to make the most of the time we spend here.
Thn$vkrtprtMmtmtiJoritj worn oftitarM beard
mtctumrUj tii view oftin tntfrt staff.
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Convocation good, could be better
Pomp andplanning would help
In case you live in a cave you don't know that the college
has resurrected the tradition ofccrvocatk but for those of
us who are more informed on college events the reappear-
ance of convocation has not gone unnoticed. Holding
convocation is an admirable act, but one that requires a
certain amount of itftifiKV., even pomp.
.
To distill the events into a synopsis for anyone who
missed thespectacle, itwent sornetnmglike this. The seriior
fJawassmblcdmteKaakcccyardatllajn.
Tuesday ofclasses. In oppressrve heat, the members of the
' class donned black robes and fidg
MATT SEAMAN
and
JOSH ELROD
eted tor what seemed longer than
your last class on Friday afternoon.
After the obligatory photo was
taken, the class processed into
McCaw with au the pomp and cir-cornsta- nce
ofaline torakeg. Some class niembera contem-
plated kavmg ate the ptaure but s
McGaw is aironditioned.'' Why wasn't the event taken
seriouslyby students? IJSsMyhecatrecon vocation seemed
not to live up to its potential
Eleven o'ekxkon aTuesday is such abizarre time to have
a campus event. Students are coming out of classes and
aren't prepared to take part in any kind of ceremony. Most
of us found the working of the convocation hot and a bad
reason to postpone lunch. Also, if the administration were
to encourage something more closely approximating fbr-m- al
attire the event would be more signifKant. As it was
students were unable to sport such clccning because many
of os were pouring out of class and hadn't the time to run
back to our dorms and change our doches. Perhaps if
convocation were held in the earty evening, at 7 pjn. for
example, we would take theeventmoreserk)Qsiy,ftwoalda't
reel quite so rushed for sH of us, and it would be more
meaningful. .
Or, what ifthe classes were cancelled forme Monday of
the first week of the semester and convocation were held
then, we could have a more serious affair. Itacemj tfaatit
doesn'tmake much sense to have Convocation after we've
already been in class. If the administration were willing lo
let us out of a day of classes to show that Convocation was
serious to them, we would make k serious tousasweQ.
One thing that distinguishes the College of Wooster
from other similar colleges is the Independent Study expe-
rience. All of the Seniors who attended convocation will
go out onto the campus lo begin an intense study into one
area of interest in their given fields. AH of the members of
the senior class fed the pressure of LS. in one way or
another. To make the event more personally rneaningful
for each member of the Senior class itwouM be appropriate
to use convocation as a time when we recognize the
challenge we face and a chance to let loose before we face
it
When we fin&i LS. we will all march from the Kauke
Arch to the underground tocelebratecwacconnphshnienL
Perhaps after convocation kwooldbeappiopiiaietohave
a President's reception si the underground in order to give
President Copeland achance to wish as all good luck in the
face of what seems to us a daunting task.
The Adniinistration has done a wonderful thing by
bringmgCoirvocation back from the dead. But soil most
students here take Bacchanalia more seriously than our
convening experience. We, as students, should care about
this event. We should try to make it more irieaningful for
each of us, and by changing the procedure, holding convo-
cation as an event as opposed to some strange, unccnfort-abl- e
incident, we believe it would be more p.ificmiL
MmSecmanaJoshEirodareeduorialwritersforthe
Voice. -
The Voice wants to know!
'
-
Send your letters to the editor to Box C--3 1 87
- September 10, 1093
SPEAK 'YOUR MEMD
In the name of God?
Religion,firepower don't mix
Athornethusurnmerjwasatthisfast-foo- d
jomupopubrarnoryourishfblktryingto
look cool when I spotted mis guy. Rather
i
'"
"i i
'
i
"
ordinary looking on .
KOKKIANGOH the whole, he was
'
wearing a black t--
shinwim anominous
"Kill em all, let God sort 'em oofon itNow
I assurned that be was religious, whatever that
religion was, or at least spiritual to an extent,
if be was to let God have the pleasure of
carrying out such an imperative and indis-
pensable act as "sorting them out." He must
have really felt for God, this guy.
Anyway , I was wondering, with some con-
sternation, as to whom this person's shirt
referred. I couldn't for the life of me find an
answer, couldn't think of any sort of group
which would justify God being offered this
messy task.
Some months before, the United States,
and die world at large, were crudely but
reflectively held hostage by the perverted
morality of a man who wrenched Waco off
trie backroadsofTexas and heaved k intoour
living room, charred roots and alL This man
who made us realize, and certainly not for the
first time in history either, that religion some-tim- es
took thebands ofterrorism and together
fteywert sauntering through owklylljc pas-
tures. This terrifying combination did, how-
ever, manage to drive home some points. It
made us stare open-eye-d at what religion is
today, what it was, or at least seemed to be,
and what it could very well become.
Religion has always played its lead in soci-
ety. It huiicpestioriirharKifu
onto its pole position, and until recently mere
were few questions. There was hardly the
person who thought that there was popular
need for such questions, even though those
persons may have had some of their own. But
what now? What now, now that we feel this
frightful compulsion to redefine our notions
of religion, because it just can't be right how
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it is.
The sentiments, most, anyway, ofreligion
are all right and well. Religion could, and I
mi sure has helped all sorts of people. For
most, religious awareness is a blessing, (par-
don me) GodsenL
But what of the murder of the abortion
doctor in Florida in the name of God? Does
"pro-life-" only extend to the poor unborn
fetus? Does it, by some outrageous (though
not whoUy surprising bureaucratic oversight),
fail to cover the unfortunate medical practi-
tioner? What of Mr. Salman Rushdie, who
although is now able to take liberties for the
occasional jam with U2 on stage in front of
thousands, still has a death threat over him
and will until he's well, dead, inadvertently
or otherwise.
Somehow I missed thepart where we were
told that these angelic sons and daughters of
the Almighty could interpret His rather am-bigu- ous
words,and carry outhis sentences in
whatever manner they liked. Even if some
had stupidly misinterpreted His words, how
can they if they are truly the humble ser-va-nt
of God they make themselves out to be,
arrogantly take His supposed actions as their
own.
Everyone has the right to embrace which-
ever religion they choose, and theright to be J
as religious as they want about it Fine. How-ever.- rc
one anyright to imposenis or her
religious beliefs, or more ridiculously, reli-gion-influe- nced
prosecution (execution?) on
others.'
Hold on to your morals if you must, but
bold them toyourself.because no matter how
many people you know subscribe to those set
ofvalues, an equal number or more think mat
you reaUbcedhell puritans.You'reboth
right, ofcourse. Perhaps that's the beauty of
it alL
KokKian Coh ismeditorial
writerfor theVckc
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Education Center? Doyou think it isagood thing that it has been instituted?
Julie Grimm 96 (Smoker): Overall it
isagood idea. But from a smoker's
perspective there should be at least
one designated smoking area in
Lowry.
A
aintonBehra96(Norimoker):It
isnicefbrnon-smokersbecau- se smok-
ing bothers me.
James Hervey 96 (Smoker): I agree
with the new non-smoki- ng policy.
Even thoughuis inconvenient forme,
I am willing to abide by it to protect
other people's health.
LaRae Barnes '94 (Non-Smoke- r): It
makes sense. Smokers can always go
back to their rooms to smoke. Non-smok- ers
can be otherwise limited for
indoor space.
:
i v
Marianne Visser '95 (Smoker):
agree wimthenon-smokingpoli- cy in
eating places. However, I do think
that there should be more places on
campus where smokers can smoke
without being persecuted.
Tackling the deficit, finally
During the 1980s Presidents Reagan and Bush took the safe route of leadership and never fully
grasped the true responsibilities of the office of the President. Thirikmg ofUe present rather than of
the country's future.both presidents repeatedly submitted unbalanced budgets to Congress. This was
certainly not true leadership.
leadership is the ability to make tough decisions. The choice to do what is right, even though it
isnot always popular. This summer, our new pnident,maaano
MATTHEW FRANKEL
did precisely what we elected him to do - dealt witii tne issues long
ignored by his two predecessors and provided this country with a
Budget Plan. It was riot a porxilar plan, but there ro plan can niake
every person completely happy. After yearsofgovernment policies
that have failed, this plan created change. It was finally time that our country's leaders realized that
solutions to our economic problems required long term answers, not quick fixes. ... -
Unfcrturiately.critjks of trie plan have been ableto Americans
have been totally misinformed about the true details of President Clinton's budget. The critics
contend that this budget is based on the old Democratic ideas of tax and spend. They fail to
acknowledge that m the last 12 yearscy the top 1 p
climb.
.
This is a great victory for our nation elite, hit while their incomes have climoed
85 percent of the rest of the country have seen stagnant growth.
Plan critics argue that this phenomenon is simply a part of our capitalistic society and the rich
deserve to have the freedom to becomericher. What these same critics will not tell you is that while
incomes have risen forthe toponepercentof our society.at the sanie tune, their taxes have oeCTeasea
This is not part of capitalism, nor is it a part of eccoomic fairness. In the last twelve years the top 1
percent ofour country has seen a 25 percent reduction m taxes, while the bottom 80
their taxes rise by over 5 percent
Trie laa twelve yeara have brought ecoror percentofour country, but
these years have hurt also the majority ofmiddle class Americans. President Clinton's plan reverses
that way of thinking. Specific points include:
The plan redistributes the tax burden. Accordm
75 percent of the taxes in the president's plan will fall on the 1 percent of the country's wealthiest
individuals. . .
The plan allows a tax cut for families of trrreecrmc Through the Earned Inconre Tax Credit,
families with incomes below $30,000 will see a tax reduction.
,The plan deals with the climbing deficit U locks m $496 Kllionmdefkatieduct
greatest decrease in the nation's history.
TheplandecreasesspendmgmccethananyprevicsR
200 spending cuts, which will reduce the deficit by over $250 billion even more.
These are a few of trumyrxmts of the Presidents plan. h trerirst time m twelve years, a icaaer
is tackling the issue of the budget deficit and adopting tax fairness to all Americans.
For the many who reaped the benefits of the 1 980s, there was icaDy not any reason to change our
Country S DUOget, DUI ICC tne muims wno are unucr-cuuwuc- u, innmuni, uuuauiuuTBKu, ouu
over burdened, change had to come. President Clinton has taken a stand contrasting with his
predecessors and members of Congress. He decided mat the old ways of doing things are over.
Democrats and Republicans had feared admitting mistakes of the past for long enough by not
supporting the plan and not providing a concrete alternative, it was time to tackle the ddicit ana tne
, i . n.:. mIihi fttA. tKat mu4 ,cW on tt trfc ff-va- min what is tnilv imnnrtanf
to our country and our future.
Matthew Frankel is an editorial writerfor the Voice.
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Memories
from a
semester
in Spain
By LAURA TEMFLETON -
Special to the Voice
As I boarded the plane on January
13, 1993, and waved goodbye to my
friends, family and country, I
panicked. What was I doing? What
was I thinking? In 10 boon niy plane
would land in Madrid, Spain, and I
would enter six months of life in a
foreign land,with langnagcs.cufttnrns
and ideas completely different than
anything I had ever known. I
proceededtooothernostembanassing
thing possible (next to throwing up)
on an airplane: I burst into loud,
uncontrollable sobs. Great start!
Needless to say.life improved once
I arrived in Cordoba, Spain (a city in
the south-centr- al part of the Iberian
Peninsula), and my semester abroad
began. IparticqjatedmthePrograma
be Estudios Hispanicos en Cordoba
(PRESHCO) through the College of
Wooster. The 39 of us were a mix of
students from Wooster, Oberlin,
Wheaton, Wellesley, Smith and
Trinity colleges. We lived in
dormitories with other Spanish
students and anended classes, which
were taught completely in Spanish, at
the Universidad de Cordoba.
Cordobaisabeautifulciry. Roman
bridges (very old) and modern high-ri- se
apartment complexes share the
same streets. Each day that I walked
through the streets I was amazed to
find a 17th-centu- ry cathedral right
next to abar,or realize thebuilding in
which we attended classes had been a
tuberculosis hospital in the 18th and
19th centuries. History lives and
breathes in Spain, and I suddenly
began to understand how young the
United States really is.
Daily, our program director
reminded uslhat "Spain is different"
and tolceep an openmind.Tfeel this
advice hehrriehokl on tomysanity
and kept the "culture shock" from
taking over. But please don't get me
wrong! Adjusting to Spain was not
an easy task (as with any foreign
country). I learned the only way lo
survive was tojustjiimp right in. Idid,
feet first and with my eyes closed.
At first, many of us shied away
from speaking Spanish for fear of
making a mistake, As the weeks
continued, though, this fear
diminished. The Spaniards
encouraged us to speak, and often
gently corrected us. I learned that to.
laugh at my own mistakes quickly
relieved the tension of an awkward
situation
I tutored English once a week with
a 17year-old-gir- L Often Cynthia and
I laughed until the tears rolled down
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gimply a matter of taste .
Studenfs palatesfind satisifaction
Mtith various culinary changes
By AMANDA JUNKIN
The long and tedious wait was
well worth it My eyes beheld a
paradise for the palate. The spacious
anayofdelicacies: mouth-waterin- g,
fresh-c- ut fruits, mountains of crisp
vegetables, hearty home-cooke- d
pasta, delectable desserts. Was this
heaven? Well, not exactly. Just the
newly renovated Lowry and
Kittredge dining halls.
So. maybe that was a bit
exaggerated. But, now I have your
attention, These recent changes
include the estaMishrnent of a pasta
bar. The various bars, including
desserts, toppings and condiments,
salad, fruit and lunch deli-me- at, have
been spread out. Also, a greater
variety offresh fruits and vegetables
is also offered.
For returning students, these
changes were a bUmrimidarmg and
overwhelming at first. Emilie
McLaman "96 had a hard time
adjusting to the changes. 1 was
really confused at first because I
couldn't find the toppings bar,' she
said. "It really weirded me out"
maddition to themovement of the
various food items, nutritional
information is now available.
Pamphletsandagnsdrtailing caloric
content and fat and cholesterol
amounts arepestedmboth Kittredge
and Lowry.
Thismformarion wasposted upon
the request of the students, Howard
Raber, Director of Food Services,
our faces after realizing our mistakes
in the other's language. My Spanish
improved as I began tackling her
questions about English. Through
these lessons I found a friend, and
learned from my student
The highlight of my semester
occurred one morning in March when
I discovered I was speaking Spanish,
without thinking each word in my
head before speaking it It was at this
pouxthatmyadventuresreally began.
MaryAnn Pbff '95. Kalhy Szabo 9S
and I learned more about ourselves
and Spain as we struggled to survive
in a different country.
Whether ft was dodging speeding
caramthe narrow streets of ttieJuderU
on our thirty minute walk to class,
trying to understand rapid-speaki-ng
native professors in class or simply
ordering lunch m the university, each
day was full of frustrations.
The smallest routines took on new
dimensions as we tried to explain to
die laundry service that we were
missing a sock, or simply attempted
to figure out what food we had eaten
for dinner. Unlike Lowry, we had one
entree, one vegetable and maybe
dessert MaryAnn, Kalhy and I
said. "Alotof students were asking
what's in different ' foods
vegetariansand studentswithrtiff(rent
needs and problems so we thought
we'd make it available," be said.
So far, the student response to the
recent changes has been verypositive.
Lavonne Urban 96 said she really
appreciates the greater selection of
fresh fruits and vegetables. T think it
reallyeaten lomarry differentpeople,"
she said.. 1 Eke being able to eat
healthy."
Nathan Noy "94 said he no longer
eats out as much as before. "Asa
student, I am very pleased with the
changes," he said. There is a much
greater variety of food."
Dustin Herman '97 is very
impressed with the caliber and
selection of the food at both Kittredge
and Lowry. "Basically, I expected
slop," he said. "It's a lot better than I
expected."
Raber said be plans to continue
making changes to better the quality
of the food service tobenefit theneeds
of students. He wants to improve the
pasta bar, by keeping it hot and safe
for students. More nutritional
information will also be made
available along with the recipes of
differentrnenu kerns, so studentsknow
exactly what they are eating. Raber
has even planned some food service
surprises for the coming months.
However, he declined to describe or
announce the dates of these special
occasions. Hmmm.Iguesswewin
all have to wait breathlessly.
dreamed of Nancy's Enchiladas and
the chicken sandwiches awaiting us
back at Wooster in the falL
Through my six months in Spain I
learned so much more than just how
to speak the language. Since I am a
Spanish major and a secondary
education minor, I knew I needed to
leave the United States to really
become fluent in Spanish. I went to
Cordoba with the idea that one
semester would make me bilingual.
Wrong! Actually, I feel what we
FRESHCOstudentsweredubbed'V- -
!HT'Pd"bWfllWeIfolSry'F?J,fih
nor Spanish, but a confused mixture
of both! I just started to feel
comfortable in Spain when I left in
July. I am so thankful that I had me
experience, for I fed that I have
returned a different person.
The changes are more internal than
externaLandlknow&attheyarenot
obvious to anyone other man myself.
I am thankful for my opportunity to
go to Spain, to become friends with
Kathy and MaryAnn, and to learn
more about who Laura Templeton
really is. The months that I lived in
Spain were the most challenging and
memory-fille- d time of my life.
How does Loiwy stack up?
A profile ofthe competition
By AMANDA JUNKIN
CAFETERIA POOD! It'ibeenthe
hot topic of conversation on many a
college campus. With the recent
changes and improvements in ourown
dining halls, the Voice decided to take
a look at the food service of four
neighboring schools.
Amy Carey "96, attends Miami
University of Ohio. She said she has
been verypleased with thefoodservice
at her school. "It's college food, but
it's better than most colleges," she
said.
.
Miami has eight dining halls on
campus. Each one serves a main
menu alongwith the captionsofasalad
bar, a cereal bar and a pasta bar. In
addition, each dining hall serves a
specialty hem such aspizza, vegetarian
meals or hamburgers. Students may
also opt to dine at a food court
Featured here are a yogurt stand, a
deli, a cookie snop and a grin. Carey
also mentioned that all food choices
are available to go, for students on the
run. Nutritional information isposted
in these areas in case students
wondered about the content of the
different selections.
Andrea Thauvette "96, a student at
Kent State University said she is also
pleased wuh the meal plan her school
offers. ""We have more of a variety
than some other schools,' she said.
"The quality of the food is also very
high."
Six cafeterias are located on the
!
b
.
i1
py
Laura Templetoa and amigas axxlel
costumes.
campus serving main menu
selections and also lunch meats and
a salad bar. Two food courts are also
available featuring such favorites as
pizza, subs and spaghetti, and even
a sit-do- wn restaurant serving steak
and shrimp. Nutritional mforrnarion
is available upon request.
Lynlee Allgire "97, a student at
Hiram College, however, said she is
very disappointed with the quality
of food at her school. "It's gross
here," she said. The food isn't
cooked right. It's always cold. Most
of the other colleges I have visited
have better food."
AtHiram, thereisone mam dining
hall servhsjanain menu items and
including a cereal bar, a pasta bar
and salad bar. Some information on
caloric and nutritional content is
available. -
Sandi Vrabel 97. a student at
Akron University, is also unhappy
wuh the food service at her school.
"It's not so bad that I would give up
eating." she said. "But, itjust doesn't
taste right. I don't want to eat the
meat The best thing is that there are
a lot of fresh fruits and vegetables."
One main dining hall is available
on the Akron carnpusservingamain
mem and also offering a cereal bar,
apastabar.andasaladbar. Two fast
food courts are also available
featuring such favorites as pizza and
icecream. Nutritional information
has been posted in the the dining
areas.
-
)
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The Index
returns to
Wooster
Bj SUSAN WITTSTOCK
Think for a moment about
everything that you experience at
Wooster the friendships, the classes,
the spots, the activities, all the good
times and the not-so-go- od times. In
just a few short years, all the time
spenthercwillbejustamemory. This
year, Wooster's yearbook. TheIndex
will try to capture some of those
memories fix you. v ,
"Lasting Impressions will be the
theme of the book. According to co-edit- or
Elise Bates "95, this therne was
chosen because, "Everyone's
impression of Wooster is personal
and we hope whatever impressions
they take away mean something to
them.
Everyone win have a chance to be
in the book. A special feature will be
candids of every senior as they want
to be remembered. Underctass-studen- ts
should be sure to be in dorm
and small-hou- se photos as well as
group shots.
The black-and-whi- te book will
contain 172 pages and win come out
in May before school ends. A 16-pa- ge
suppleniem will be mailed later.
The cost will be $25 ($27 with
personalization). Information for
purchasing will be posted in Lowry.
The boric is also special this year
because there has not been aWooster
yearbook since 1990. Lack ofinterest
and finding caused the three-ye- ar
lapse in publication. Much of last
year was spent organizing, finding a
publisher and working on the budget
The . organization will allow
production to begin mis fafl.
If you have any questions or are
interested in joining The Index staff,
exxttacteimer one oftheeditors. Bates
and Erin Cross 95 can be reached at
exL220a
"We are very excited to have The
Indexback and tobe able todocument
this year through the book," Bates
said.
Are you a survivor of
this summer's Mid-we- st
flood? Do you have any
stories to tell about your
experience in wis
natural disaster?
The Voice wants to write an
artide on your experience,
but first we need to find you!
Please give the office a
call at x-25- 98 and leave
a message.
Subject after receiving Gtibank
Classic Vha PhokKtud.
The Wooster Voice Feature Page?.
Tfe Psdko
Subject suffering from
Credu Card Theft Nervosa.
fl)gy behind
the Citibank ClassicVisa card, and the
emotional security of the Photocard. The citibank classic visa
instills in students feelings of safety security and general wellness not unlike those experienced
in the womb. Therefore, it is the mother of all credit cards. Some experts attribute these feelings
to the Citibank Photocard, the only credit card with your photo on it A voice inside says, "This
is me, really me." (As opposed to, "Who the heck is that?" a common response to the photo
on one's driver's license.) It's an immediate form of"y J j
ID, a boost to your self-imag- e. 1 Of course if your card is
ever lost or stolen and a stranger is prevented from using it,
youll feel exceptionally good (showing no signs of Credit
Card Theft Nervosa). 1 Other experts point to specific
services, such as The Lost Wallet" Service that can replace
ij your card usually within 24 hours. Or the 24-Ho- ur Cus--
tomer Service line, your hotline, if you will, for any card- -
related anxiety whatsoever. 1 Further analysis reveals three
services that protect the purchases you make on the Citibank
Classic Visa card, at no additional cost. 1. Buyers Security" can cover them against accidental
damage, fire or theft, for 90 days from the date of purchase' (preventing, of course. Insecurity).;
2. Citibank Lifetime Warranty" allows one to extend the warranty for the expected service
life of eligible products up to 12 years.2 3. And Citibank Price Protection assures you of the best
price bu need only see the same item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank
will refund the difference up to $150' (hence no Post Purchase Depression). 1 Special student
savings are particularly therapeutic There's the free Gtibank Calling Service" from MCI to save
up to 26 on long distance calls versus ATSlI? (You're encouraged to call Mom and Dad regu-
larly preventing Parenta Non-Supportu- s.) And a $20 Airfare Discount4 on any domestic flight.
(Case studies indicate that a Fear of Flying is overcome when Spring Break in sunny Florida is a
possibility) Not to mention the low variable interest rate of 1S.4S and no annual fee for college
students, f Suffice it to say, youll have a credit card you can depend on while building a credit
history So call 1-800-CIT- IBANK, extension 19, to apply over the phone (students dont
need a job or a cosigner) or to have your photo added
to your Citibank Classic Visa card. 1 If we say that a
i urn, I
sense of Identity is the first cwnponentjjfjhe Citibank I ? -- ; '
Classic Visa card, a sense of Security the second, and c fT'
a sense of Autonomous Will from your newfound f.
e
.JA
financial independence the third, don't be crazy...CalL Not just Visa. Gtibank Visa.
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The Monarch Notes Version:
The Citibank Classic card gives
students peace of mind, protection
against Freud or rather fraud a
low rate and no fee. Apply today
Call 1-800-CI- TIBANK, ext. 19
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CoMaboratlve exMbits ' Emma Amos
' ; .'--
.
provided by NEWS SERVICES
"Win yon forfrt me? part of Emma Amos' dual exhibits at FVkk Art
Mnsemn and Wayne Center for the Arts. '
Bj MARCUS McGRAW
The worics of Emma Amos are be-in- g
featured in a collaborative exhibi-
tion at the College of Wooster Art
Museum and the Wayne Center for
the Arts.
"Emma Amos: PaintingsandPlrina
1982-9- 7 is on display at the College
ofWooster Art Museum throughOct
24. It includes works from her TaH-in- g
and Water" and "Women Artist"
series, phis her monumental tribute to
her father, "A Reading at Bessie
Smith's Grave."
"Emma Amos: Works on Paper"
wiflbe shown at the Wayne Center for
P.C. hardcore with "In on the Kill Talcer"
WCWS CD REVIEW
BjLARRiVkel LER
Are youanangry, imrifcen cJ young
man or woman looking for a way to
release pent-u- p rage while hearing
music wiihamessage? May I suggest
Fugazi's new album "In on the Kill
Taker." It convincingly and appeal-ingl- y
combines socially conscious
lyrics with a hardcore punk sound.
Recently theband's music has been
overshadowed by thcirpoJincs. Their
CDs cost $8, and their concerts not
more than S5 or $6. Furthermore, this
Washington, D.C band extols their
the Arts until September 30. This
display contains workfrom her "Leda
and the Swan" series. She also in-
cludes prints which combine with
various pictures taken in the 1930s of
blacks by her godmother's husband
as he traveled throughout the south.
During the 1960s, Amos was a
member of Spiral, a prestigious club
of African American artists, who ac--'
cording to Amos, would "talk about
what it meant tobe black and whether
we must use our jazz and African
influences." CXhermembers ofSpiral
included Hale Woodruff, Norman
Lewis and Romare Bearden.
Amos grew up with her parents in
concert-goin- g fans not to hurt them-
selves in the roosh ph. The band has
been known to stop shows if the ac-tkm- m
the pit gets too violent Fans of
Fugazi include Flea of the Red Hot
Chili Peppers and the members of
Pearl Jam. Fugazi was a term osed in
the Vietnam War to describe a situa-
tion gone wrong. -- . -- ;
Backing up all this hype is some
tniydeserving music. InMKillTaker,"
their fourth full-leng- th CD release,
the music is allowed to progress into
a more developed sound. Previously,
theguitars tended torely on volume to
stand-i- n forcreativity. Now the guitar
work by Ian MacKaye and Guy "
Picciooo comes through with more
rhe rich blacfcculmrallifecf Atlanta's
West Side, Uixfcr the direction ofher
parents, Amos was exposed to nu-
merous artists and performers and
was encouraged to paint and draw.
She left Atlanta when she was 16 to
attend Antioch College and, after n
cerving her degree, cctnmued her edu-
cation at the London Central School
c Art aal New York University. -
Amos reflects on the influence of
her days in Atlanta in "A Reading at
Bessie Smith's Grave," now at the
Wooster Art Museum. Sunrjunding
Amos' father are distinguished African-A-
mericans, such as Zora Neat
Hurston, Langston Hughes, Counlee
CuOen, W. E. B. DuBois and Raul
Robeson. These figures were not
only celebrated performers, but also
acquaintances of the Amos family.
In addition to Amos strong sense
of heritage, she also concerns herself
with an "impending loss of history,
place and people," said the critic
Gouma-Peterso- n. This fear is dis-
played in the agonized expressions of .
variously-colore- d figures as they fall
uncontrollably through space with
symbols ofgreat civiliatiom.suchas
the Colosseum, Egyptian pyramids
and Renaissance churches.
"Despite the seriousness of the
.
works, Amcs'paintings retain an edgft
of confidence and optimism because
cfher judicious and celebratory useof
color." Gouma-Peterso- n says. "In
addition, most of her paintings are
framed by luxurious colorful strips of
woven orprinted African cloth which
provide a context of renewal and
hope."
"Her hands-o-n experimentation
with several printrnaking techniques,
matched with ber increased confi-
dence msriaring details of her life as
an artist, a woman, and an African-America- n,
have resulted in ber cre-
ation of unique and powerfully ex-
pressive prints," according to Valerie
J. Mercer, associate curator ofcollec-
tionsat theStudio Museum in Harlem.
Among the works atWayne Center
distinction. There are even songs
where distina notes canbe heardsuch
as "Sweet and Low."
In mis artier form some raw power
is lost This is neither good nor bad,
merely different The power of the
,
singing split between MacKaye and
Picciooo has not been lost It gives
the music a feeling of being on the
verge ofexplosion as on "Great Cop."
Thankfully, the lyrics are included in
the liner notes, with Picciooo spitting
out his lines, or MacKaye's impas-
sioned bowling, they are frequently
necessary.
AH of the songs are wefl backed by
Joe LaDy's impressive work on bass,
and Brendan Canty's drumming.
for the Arts is The Triple," which
Amos executed as a triptych captur-
ing figures in action. The first print
depicts the Olympic gold medal win-
ner, Carl Lewis, at the moment he has
completed a jump. The second print
in opposite directions. The third
shows Olympic medalist Evelyn
Ashford running in a race. All three
are connected by brush strokes repre-senti- ng
movement and by swatches
ofpatterned fabric "Depicting black
athletes and animals ki action was a'
device initially employed by the artist
in a contemporaneous series ofpaint-
ings to allude to their comparable
who interviewed Amos
in June 1993.
The CoQege of Wooster Art Mu-seu- m
is located on the Wooster Cam-
pus on University Sr. between BeaQ
AvcandBeverSt Hours are Mon-
day through Friday, 9 ajn. to noon,
and 1-- 5 poiL, and Sundays 2--5 pjn.
Hours at the Gault Gallery, Wayne
Centerfor theAns,237South Walnut
St, are 9 ajn. to 4:30 pin. Monday
through Friday and 9 ajn. to noon on
Saturday. Sept 11, 18, and 25. Ad-
mission is free at both locations.
On Tuesday, Sept 14, at 7 pjn. at
the College of Wooster Art Museum,
Kathleen McManus Zurko, exhibi-tio-n
coordinator forboth exhibits, will
discuss "Emma Amos Paintings and
Prints 1982-92- ." Theeveningsevents
wincontinue atWayne Center for the
Arts to view "Emma Amos Works on
Paper." Light refreshments featuring
African foods will be served. Admis-
sion to this event is free but, reserva-tion- s
are requested. Reservations are
made through Wayne Center for the
Arts at 264-ART- S.
Emma Amos win speak at the Col-
lege as part of the Wooster Forum
series on Thursday, Oct 7, at 730
pjitmMcGawChapeL A reception
win follow at the art museum.
Compiled with information from
Newsservices
Canty imparts a unique element in the
frequent use of a bell in bis drum kit
The issues range from government
genocide CSmallpox Champion") to
nationalism ("Facet Squared") to
AIDS ("23 Beats Off.") The tempo
on the album varied from relatively
slow and graceful H-- a Chance fora
Slow Dance') to frenzied, with the
majority being the latter.
This is a powerful album which
takes a little getting used to. It is
impassioned and loud while also be-
ing soft and tender. The burning rush
ofguitars is sure to make any rock fan
happy. These punk rockers in their
thirties still know bow to make smart
lyrics kick.
FRIDAY, SEPT. 10
Happy Hour, The Under-
ground, 5:00 pjn.-6:4- 5 pjn.
Video night. The Under-
ground, 50 cents
8KX) pjn. - "JFK" The second
in this week's Oliver Stone Se-
ries Kevin Costner.Sissy Spacek,
and Tommy Lee Jonesstarin this ,
film about the alleged conspiracy1
behind the assassination ofPresi-de- nt
John F. Kennedy.
Scotlnesbrings you theRed
Pin Special! 900 pjn. -1- 1.-00
pjn, win free games!
SATURDAY, SEPT. 11
7:30 p.m. & 10:00 pjn.,
Mateer auditorium, $1
Film: "Indecent Proposal"
While trying to gamble their way
to wealth in Las Vegas, newly-we-ds
Demi Moore and Woody
Harrelson are approached by a
charming stranger. Robert
Redford, who offers them a mil-
lion dollars for one night with
Moore. V
.
Band: Calabash. The Under-
ground. 100pjn.-2:00aJiu,7- 5
cents
Jam to the tunes of this Clevelan-
d-based rock band. Their rep-
ertoire includes everything from
REM and classics by Tom Petty
and the Doors to original rock
tunes. Don't miss it!
SUNDAY, SEPT. 12
7:30 pjiL, Mateer, free!
Classic Film: "Laura,"' from
the novel by Vera Caspary. This
film tells the tale of a methodical
detective who investigates the
murder of a femroe fetale loved
by many men, including himself.
TUESDAY, SEPT. 14
Video Night, The Under-
ground. 75 cents
8.X)pjn.-"SomeLikeitH- ot"
Marylin Monroe is a ukele-play-i- ng
vocalist in an all-gi- rl band,
and Tony Curtis and Jack
Lemmon play two musicians on
the run from the Mob. They join
the traveling team by donning
rnake and dresses tohide their
identity. '
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 15
Happy Hour! Stop by the all-ne- w
Wednesday night Happy
Hour in The Undergiound from
5.-0-0 pjn. 6:45 pjn.
THURSDAY, SEPT. If
Comedy Nighc Don't Throw
Shoes returns to The Under-
ground at lfhOO pjn. 75 cents
Stem!rer'IO, 1993
Movie
By ANNA K. von UNWERTH
.
I Is retro really as righ--ij2 teous as everyone says?
tf IfSonoftbcPinkPan- -
' ther" is any indication
then the answer is no.
The original tuneless classic, upon
which this sequel is based, was a
calamity of guns, underdeveloped
characters and dysfunctional humor.
I believe die main problem with
this movie is the direct result of its
flirtation with the modern. Rather
than theretro remake of the legendary
cxirnedy that itispurported tobe,Isaw
it as more of a satirical Rambo.
Whereas die original film engaged
morevaodevilIian,ThieeStoogestype
clutziness, the humor in this movie
was seemingly derived from bombs,
machine guns and James Bond type
action. 1
Also on my hit list is the way in
which the womenarcporaayed. There
are two leading women in this film,
one good and one eviL tt is discov-
ered very eariyta the nwvie that both
are experts at karate. However, the
good princess severuses it and in fact
ends tip acting submissive, scream
o page 9
review from
ing, struggling, or being drugged for
almosttheeruirefilm. Theevflwoman
on the other hand does use the karate
a lotbut is very masculine incharacter
and appearance. In addition, even this
feisty liberated woman is seen as infe-
rior in her band of villains and is
Rmindedthatsheanswentotheman.
Deserving of some praise is the
leading man, Roberto Bagnini, whose
role as Jacques Qouseau, Jr., did re-
tain the familiar discombobulated
charm of the original endearing char-
acter. Bagnini's acting is the' only
consistencybetweentheoriginalPink
Panther movie and the current sequel.
His tumbles, stumbles and humbles
were definitely in keeping with
Jacques, Jr.'s supposed father. Espe-
cially humorous about Bagnini's per-forma-nce
are his rendition of the op-
eratic aria "Nessun Donna" and his
ability to lip synch. This is definitely
aphis for satirists of fine classical
music
In sum, about the only things wor-
thy of praise in the film "Son of the
Pink Panther" are Bagnini's perfor-man- ce
as thequirkyJacques Qouseau
Jr.,and Bobby McFenin's funky ien-ditio- nc
thePinkPanthertherne song.
proudly presents.
For S5 you can getaKI). pizza, hours
of pool, and admission to The Under-
ground many times over. Don'twaste
ycwtinieand your rncey on thisone.
The thumbs are way down on this one
forme.
ByZACH VE2LLEUX
. I You'd have to be aw--
3 fully movie-starv-ed to(f?7 justify spending $5 on
' "Son of the Pink Pan
ther." Even when it
comes out on video, don'tbotherrent-in- g
it unless you're prepared for a
disappointment. Undoubtedly, that is
what you'll get
Whatexactlyiswrongwithit? Let's
breakftdown:
The plot: A good movie has to start
with a good script Some of the script
makesyou wonder ifdiewriters meant
lines tobe taken seriously. The plot is
somuddledthatbyntirnethecredus
start rolling, you're left wondering
exactly what has happened. Subplots
spend a long time leading nowhere.
The romance element just sort of dis-
sipates. The action sequences end
abruptly. The script attempts to use a
- featuring:
joketoworkitswayoutofcorner.and
it just doesn't work.
"As best as I can figure out, here's
how it goes: For some unknown rea--
sen, bad guys decide they need to
kidnap the prince of seme country
and hold her for ransom in France
until her father agrees to step down
from the throne. Meanwhile, the evil
stepmother is having an affair with
somebody who may have been in-
volved in theplot, I could neverreally
ten, and, frankly, I didn't really care.
So it's all up to the bumbling detec-
tive, who surprisingly enough, turns
out to be the son of the original Pink
Panther, to attempt to save the day.
Akxig theway Ik encounters rnanyan
adventure, none of which are very
well clearly related to the rest of the
plot Don't expect to be drawn in
emotionally and consider yourself
ruci ifyoucaneven remmber which
characters are which.
.
The actirigtU'sbeararmthe main
characters, but some of the lines de-hver-ed
by minor characters or extras
sound as thcugh they'reactuaDyread-ingoff- a
cue card.
The soundtrack: Soundtrack? I
thinktherewas someBobby McFerrin
'" r
. . .
Itpostic koot&k andStonty Jim &T(U Tretyht Train fBCucs
Cie attiTihsi. Sent 11th (tomorrow!!)
at 'Btcfc family Campground
$375 fritndsvittt ifyad, booster
at the beginning, after that I didn't
notice much music. ;
The guns Large, numerous, and
noisy.
The humor I could have put up
with all of the above, if it actually
turned out to be funny. Humor is
supposed tobe the strong point of this
film, and it simply doesn't make you
laugh, not even to yourself. The only
times I even exhaled sharply were at
scenes that were so stupid they were
unintentionally humorous. You can
seeajoke corning kmg before its time,
and you begin to dread the actual
punchline. The film tries to be "The
Naked Gun" and falls far, far short
Despite these shortfalls, it did suc-
ceed inafew areas. Itwaswellcasted,
the bad guys looked bad, the good
guys looked good, the stupid looked
stupid. The entire movie was in focus
and well lit
If you are a big Pink Panther fan,
maybe you might want to see this
movie despite all this, but go in pre-
pared for disappointment By the
end, there are still some loose ends,
and you won't even care that they
never get tied up. You'DjustbegJad
it's over.
Proper ID required Free bus departs every hour on the hour
from the corner of rVilfeo Jtr poi
$10 in advance, $12 day of event.
- w w. m vail aUUUUg
at 2p.m. and the last one leaving Bach, at 2 a.m.
Bring a cup for recycling purposes.
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Soccer takes two outofthree Why are today's athletes
For first time in five years fails to win Invitational so susceptible to injury?
Bj PETER JAMES
The Fighting Scots men's soccer
team took two of the three contests
they played this week, but for the first
time in five years they failed to win
the Wooster Invitational. Despite-outplayin- g
tfcs DePauw Tigers,
Wooster dropped Saturday's game
1-- 0, costing them the InvitationaL
The Scots defeated Hope College
on Friday 2-- 1 in their Hi si tournament
game and downed Mount Union on
Wednesday afternoon in a non-confere- nce
matchup, 1-- 0. Wooster'i
record now stands at 2-- 1 overaQ.
The Scots got off lo a sluggish start
against theHyingDutchmenofHope.
Within the first ten minutes Hope
scored a goal and had several other
strong scoring chances. But once
Wooster overcame its opening game
jiaers, they stayed evm with the Flying
Dutchmen for the test of the half. .
Neither team wasabie lomountmuch
ofan attack until late in the first With
about two minutes remaining,
Wooster received a comer kick, and
in the ensuing scramble John Kozak
"95 scored, oxching the score at one.
The play intensified in the second
half, with both teams having several
chances to take the lead. Goalie Paul
Elliot 97made an outstanding save to
keep the game tied. At the other end,
Damon Rossi "96 nearly put the Scots
aheadashetook
a crossing pass
andheadeditjust "Ifeel that
wide.
With less than Coach
20 minutes of
this team can
regulation play,
Rossi put the Scots ahead for good.
Hope's goalie Aaron Angeh made an
initial save that deflected off the
crossbar. The ball ended up loose at
the side of the net, where Rossi
gathered it and put it into the upper
corner for the goal. The Scots lost
their momentum after the goal and
nearly allowed Hope to tie the game,
as they hit the outside of the goal post
Wooster held on for the 2--1 victory.
"We played well against an
excellent Hope team," bead coach
Bob Nye said. "We had great respect
for themcoming ktto this tournament"
Strong efforts were turned in by
captain Roger Haller 9S, who
anchored the Scot defense, and
fbrwardJctaRetzlcff96,whoarated
several scoring opputunities.
Friday's victory set the stage for
Saturday's contest against DePauw.
Since both Hope and Hiram had a loss
each, the Scots bad to tie or beat
DePauw to capture the Wooster
J
phcoby BRTTTANY BULLARD
March Dadzk 94 charges after th ball during test weekend's Wooster
Invitational. Despite test Friday's victory over Hope College, the team
lost to DePauw University on Saturday. For the first time m the test
five years, the Scots failed to wia the ntvitational, but the team did win
two of the three games it played this week. The team win travel to
Wilmington tomm i ow at 7t30.
Invitational for the fifth straight year.
Both teams played the first half
very conservatively. The only good
scoring chance came midway through
the first half, when Ben Falcone 96
broke through the Tiger defense and
got off an excellent shot on goaL
The Tigers look control k start the
second half, forcing Elliot to make
several strong saves. The Scots
bounced back and nearly broke the
scoreless tie. MattMoncrief "94 just
shot the ball wide after a scramble in
front, and Rossi
'
nearly scored his
second goal of
the tournament
as be too shot the
Bob Nye ball just wide. .
But with, less
thanfive minutes
to go DePauw scored the only goal of
the game, pitting m a directkick from
just outside the penalty box.
Despite the loss the Scots played
very well. Along with the continued
strong play of Haller and Kozak,
defensman Bob Leonard "96 and
defensrnan John Nicely "97 stepped
up and played excellent games.
.. "It was a game that anyone could
have won. Wehadihe betterchances,"
explained Nye. The Scots were also
hampered by injuries lo key players.
Captain Dan Cochrane 94 missed the
UJRAmN "TO SIKWBIVIR
.
AKRON SKYDIVERS INC.
Modem Equipment
First Jump Instruction - Tandem Jumps
20 minutes from Wooster
Group and Student Discounts Available
Call l-800-726-DI- VE(3483)
m3.
entire DePauw game because ofabad
ankle, as did Chris Bond 94 because
of a shoulder injury. f
. On Wednesday Wooster traveled
toMountUnion fbrwhatrheviCXTJECJbd
was going to be a somewhat easV
victory. Instead theyfound themselves
in a struggle all the way to the end of
the game. Wooster dominated the
first balfbutwas unable lo sconvThe
Fighting Scots had many scoring
cpportunitieswhifeMouttUnionwas
only able to create one or two scoring
' opportunities.
Early in the second half Leonard
and Rossi were both injured, causing
Nye lo call on two first-ye-ar players.
Coupled with the injuries of Cochran
and Moncrief, the Scots were forced
to use four reserve players. Elliot was
able to make several excellent saves
to keep the game scoreless. Finally,
with about twelve minutes remain-mg,Falccneputinaloos- ebaIl
in front
lo give the Scots the 1-- 0 victory.
Coach Nye believes mis learn is
improving with every game. "I feel
that this team can catch fire at any
tjme,"Nyesaid. He also feels that this
isone of the more cohesive teams that
he has ever coached. This learn has
startedoutasoneof themostenjoyable
teams I have ever coached," he said.
The Scots travel to. Wilmington oh
Saturday, then return home to take on
Malone on Wednesday.
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
By mid-199- 5, Cal Ripken, Jr the
shortstop for the permant-contendi- ng
Baltimore Orioles, win surpass the
aH-dmeMajcrlxagueB-
asebaU record
for consecutive games played. That
record,setbyLouGehriginthe 1920's
and 1930's, was supposed tostand the
testcftime,muchluijoeDimaggio's
56-ga-me hit streak and UCLA's 11
straight NCAA Division I basketball
titles.
' Onewould assume, then, that since
Cal Ripken has been able to play
lj800-someo- dd games consecutively
that today's athletes are just as strong
and mpervious to injury as the great
Iron Hone and his colleagues were
back in the Roaring ?0s. However,
that is not the case at all
Today, one sees athletes' names
crowding up the Major League's Dis-
abled List and the National Rxxball
League's Injured Reserve List One
also sees College of Wooster Fight-
ing Scots' and Lady Scots' athletes
missing games and even seasons due
to injury. ;
Why is this the case? Why are
today's athletes seemingly more sus-
ceptible to injury than athletes ofold?
There are a number of reasons for
athletes being so injury --prone. First,
today's athletes are generally bigger.
An offensive lineman from the Cleve-
land Browns championsiup teams of
the 1950's may have weighed in at an
average of210pounds, while today's
offensive lineman weigh in at an av-
erage of about 285 pounds. There are
many other examples in addition to
that of offensive lineman. Today's
athlete, on the whole, is larger and
more muscular than his predecessor.
This added muscle and girth height-
ens the possibility ofan injury.
Also, because today s proathlete is
paid large sums for playing, he is
more likely to sit out a game or two to
Today's athlete can sit out
agame and not worry --
about losing ajob. That
was not the casefor the
Yankees' WaUy Pipp,
whose replacement, Lou
Gehrig, filled infor the
next 2J30 games. .
rest an injury . For instance, if Barry
Bonds, who makes an average of $7
million a year, has a sore elbow, his
manager. Dusty Baker, may be more
likely to sit him for several games to
rest his weary elbow. If Bonds plays
with the injury, he is likely to aggra-
vate it, and that could lead to the
owners of the San Francisco Giants
paying an awful lot of money for a
,
guy who is sitting on the bench in
street clothes.
If a player on a learn sustains an
injury, he will likely get his job back.
That was not the case in the first half
of this century. For example, the
Yankees Wally Pipp had a headache
and decided to sit out a game. His
replacement, a man named Lou
Gehrig,was still laughing 2,130games
later.
Today's athlete can sit out a game
with an injury and not worry about
losing ajob. Players in Lou Gehrig's
day often played through injury, be-
cause they were afraid of losing their
jobs.
Lastly, a number of miniscule rea-
sons also contribute to the suscepti-
bility for injury of today's athletes.
The invention ofastroturf is one such
reason. Also, athletes begin compet-
ing at early ages nowadays and this
can contribute to injuries during their
prime. Forexample, it is not uncom-mo- n
for hockey players to begin play-
ing at age three.
DO YOU PLAN TO SIGN
PARTY CONTRACTS?
If you do, you must attend an upcoming
-- Party Contract Workshop.
Party Contract Workshops
Thur&Jay, September 1 6, 1 993
Tuesday, September 21 , 1 993
7:00 piri. -- 9:00p.m. Taylor Room 110
LIMITED SPACE: For reservations call x2498
To sign a Party Contract, you must be of legal drinking
age and have attended a Party Contract Workshop.
Remember, you need three members of your
organization to sign a contract
There will be no exceptions.
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Lady Scots tune up
for NCAC matches
By MARK HUGH
The College ofWooster field
hockey team finished its first week of
play witha victoryoverSlipperyRock
Univereiiy. The victorygave theteam
an overall record of 1-- 1.
The team started play last Samrday
with a loss to DePauw by the score of
3-- 1. Wooster started the contest like
gangbusters by dominating play and
keeping DePauw pinned in their own
zone. The pressure led to an early
goal byWendy Perkins 96. With the
team up byagoaLWooster continued
to control die action tnrougnoutnm
of the first period.
However. DePauw managed to
sneak through Woostcr's defenseand
beatgoaaenderBeckyTederstrcm94
to tie the game ata goal apiece. At the
end of roe first period, the score re-mai-ned
tied.
When the second half began.
DePauw managed to score a goal
midway through theperiod. Down by
a goal, Wooster put on a desperate
attack and nearly tied it on several
occasions. The most notable chance
to tie came when a Wooster player
shot the ball past a defenseless
DePauw goalie only to have it go off
the post. DePauw sealed the victory
by scoring a goal with 6 seconds left.
However, any thoughts of the
DePauw loss were quickly forgotten
whenthe learn thrashed Slippery Rock
on their own turf Wednesday after-
noon. Slippery Rock, which is a
Division n school, met a Wooster
team that was not about to lose two
games in a row. Wooster scared two
Finally, a bio name event.--,
goals in the first period and played
tough defensively to keep The Rock
scoreless going into the second pe-
riod.
Scaring first for the Scots was Luci
Day '94 who received a nice assist
from Caroline Robinson 95 to set up
the score. The Scots went up by
another goal ten minutes later when
Perkins put the ball behind Slippery
Rock's goalie. -
The second half turned into a track
meet with a total of five goals being
scored. Wooster came out with the
intention of totally destroying Slip-
pery rock and scored two goals within
3 rniruitesofeach other. The firstgoal
was scored by Lisa Ostermueller 94
who received an assist on the play by
Katie Doyle 9& The second goal
was scored by Cathy Hansen 95 who
received an assist from Perkins.
Wimafour-go- al lead, the Scots put
it into cruise control until Slippery
Rock finally beat goal tender
Tederstram. who played tough all
game. However Wooster quickly got
their lead back to four on a score by
Katie Ewig 97. Slippery Rock did
manage to get one more goal, but by
that time the game had long been
decided.
: - Coach Rose believes the team is
playmg very well and proof is m bow
they performed as a team in the 5--2
victory over SRU. Rose went on to
say.T am very pleased in how many
of our players have improved, espe-
cially Missy Rice."
The team hopes to improve its
record to 2--1 when its meet a tough
Ohio Wesleyan squad on Saturday.
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Runners off
to fast start
By ANDREW RODGERS
The cross country season began
Friday evening for die College of
Wooster with a non-scori- ng meet
against Oberlin. Both the Scots and
the Lady Scots performed well with
each team placing seven runners
among the top 10 finishers.
" Woosters women showed surpris-
ing strength among its underclass-
men with fist-yea-rs filling six of the
seven varsity positions, including the
lop four. The Lady Scots were led by
Molly Mtz.who finished second
with a time of 16:44. She was fol-towedbyAmyLockwoo- dmfourth
(17.-09-). Michelle Poole 97 in fifth
(17:12), Ellen Freeman 97 in sixth
(17:15). Sandy Clark 97 in eighth
(17:24XAdnanIjockworjdWmimKh
(17:54).
' Woostcr's men were led by Alex
Dawe"96whowonthefc-milerac- e
with a time of 21:18. Joining Dawe
was Philippe Kozub 97.whocamein
seccndwimatimeof2126. Inaddi-tioti,DaveStouffer,Ja- son
Hudson
94 was sixth (22:10). Andrew
Rodgen was seventh (2224). Alan
Schwartz 95 was ninth (22:43) and
Adam Myers 94 was tenth (22:46).
"Both teams put in a solid effort,
although both haveakx ofgrowing to
do" head coach Dennis Rice said.
"With such young trams. I'm sure we
will bounce back from last season.
Once we get our entire team running!
again, great things are going to hap
pen."
The Scots' and Lady Scots' next
meet is at Denison and the Great
Lakes Colleges Association Meet
THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS
"
AND :
PEREUBU
PARTY ON THE GREEN f93
Saturday. September 18, 730-- 1 V30. on the green by Severance Art .
rwwnfWnnifflirieONLY EVERY student must bring qrrrent ID
MEVEB1PO.W1L,
Think you mixed the Graduate Record Exam deadline? Think again. With
the new on-dema- nd GRE, you could be taking the test tomorrow. And see
your score the instant you finish. Score reports are mailed 10 to 15 days
later, in plenty of time for most schools' deadlines. Call now for instant
registration. Educational Testing Service "' ' .
O'Syfvan Technology Centers
1.800-GR- E MAP
WOOSTER SPORTS
INFORMATION
HOTLINE (216) 263-206-6
Rate ss Much esYou
Want In OiuWedd
$100.. .$600.. .$1500!
Market Application lor the
hottest credit card evw- -
NEW CM MASTERCARD.
Users earn BIG DISCOUNTS
on CM CARS! Qualify (or REE!
T-SHI-
RT tt "94 CMC JIMMY.
Call 1-80O-95O-- l039,exL75J
Fighting Scots take
on Kalamazoo to
open 1993,season
J
MM
photo by BWTTANYBUUARD
Th FVhtin Sent foothill team nractices oa the Quad ia Diroaratkai
for the Kalamaioo game tomorrow.
Each week, the Sports Department
win choose five NFL games and
make predictions about tbe games'
outcomes. We call it Pigskin Picks.
This week the Sports Department
rrognosticatan will take a look ac
Kansas City at Houston. Buffalo at
Dallas, Philadelphia at Green Bay.
San Francisco at Cleveland, San Di-
ego at Denver, and Pittsburgh at the
Los Angeles Rams.
Kansas City 21, Hoostoa 13. If
the Baddy Ryan-le-d defense can give
up 34 points to the punchless Saints
offense, what isJcKMori&ru going to
do to them? It is only Week Two and
the Oilers are already falling apart,
considering wide receiver Ernest
Grvins and Ryan have already begun
bickering wim each other in public
DaQas 17,Bafia)o 14. The Eromitt-les- s
Cowboys have too much pride to
allow themselves to drop two games
to start the season, especially against
tbe team they pummeled in last '
January's SuperBowL TroyAikman
win be able to pick apart the Bills
secondary with short, accurate passes
to Novacek and Johnston. This win.'
weaken the Bills secondary opening
up the deep threats-Irv- in and Harper. '
Green Bay 24, Philadelphia 10.
The new Eagles, due to the loss of
several key players, are a bad road
team. Add to that the Reggie White
factor and there is no doubt that the
Pack win have a field day with the ;
anemic Eagles. Green Bay has finally .
put together a complete team, and it
wiU show in Sunday's game. . '
San Francisco 27, Cleveland 10.
The 49ers are simply the best learn in
the NFL. The Browns pale in com-
parison to Steve Young and the most
potentoffensemthekague. The only
thing keeping this game from being a
total blowout is die tough Cleveland
defense, which plays particularly
tough in the Dawg Pound.
San Dlt 13, Denver 10. This has
the potential of being the game of the
week.' Both teams match up weOL
John Elway, over rhe-year- s, has lost
use nsniinyjiimiiHMwj iyw
untested receivers to lead them past
pcnUEn usb uunwer uuc uuaw sii
theNFL. MarionButtsand theCharg-e- n
power offerise willprove too pow-
erful and give them the edge they
need.
Pittsbs 24, Ixm Angeles Rams
10. The SteeJenwiH have hole diffi-
culty with the young Rams defense,
wtu Pittsburgh's defensive unit wiU
stifle Jim Everett and his corps of
receivers. Pittsbunjh'sNenOTAmen
wont have to air it out very much
against the Rams. Expect Barry Fos-ter,IxroyThompscnjBrfTun- Woriey
to luniampant over Los Angeles.
CLASSIFIED
JOB OPPORTUNITY
WANTED: Creative, energetic,
reliable student to tutor gifted
andenthusiastic 10-year-- old boy
Thursdays 4 to 5pjn. Negotiable
fee. Respond to 345-783- 7,
evenings only.
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Volleyball
By CHRIS MACKY
Only three matdies into the season,
the College of Wooster volleyball
team snapped its 30-mat- ch losing
streak dating back to September of
last year. The Lady Scots traveled lo
Hiram on Tuesday evening and
defeated conference rival Kenyon in
three tough games, 15-9,4-- 15, 15-- 1 1.
After cooling off bom physically and
emotionally while watching Kenyon
down Hiram,Wooster lost tothehosts
15-- 7, 15-- 7.
The Lady Scots opened theirseason
last Saturday by dropping matches to
Oberlin 15-1- 2, 15-1-3 and toAnderson
College 15-- 8, 15-1- 1 The Lady Scots
overall record stands at 1- -3 overall, 1- -1
in the North Coast Athletic
Conference.
The ffrst victory of the season is
more important than one might first
believe, according to Head Coach
Linda Bosh. "After last weekend's
close losses, I felt the disappointment
oflast seasonbeginning tocreepback.
This win wipes that away."
- Against Kenycmarri Hiram, Carrie
HeaoYick 97spearheaded the Wooster
attack with 10 kills. She also had 10
digs to lead the defense. Sarah
Robertson 96 dished out 22 assists in
the three games with Kenyon. Susie
Boggs 9S smacked 9 lolls, while
Stephanie Kuklis and Lara Keefer
'97s also made significant
contributions. Kuklis led the team in
passing (10 successful in 12 attempts),
and Keefer served 19 times without a
miss.
Robertson explained that the
attitudes of this year's rookie players
are as important as their contributions
on thecourt. "Theft attitudes are what
impress me the most They keep
telling us that we need to step on the
court believing we can win.
"We knew coming in that we had a
lot of work to do. We played very
well considering the overall
inexperience of the team," added
Bush.
. With four rookies in the starting
rotation at this point of the season, in
addition to two sophomore leaders, it
seems the future is turning brighter
fa the Qaflege ofWooster volleyball
program.
Sports Challenge
Th Sports CkmUeng it wrtkh
ftmtmrt tftkt Sfortt uctiom. Tk
ttx-i5SfBwtmuuerrtetm- Mtwr
wiSrtetirt $S. Jhm Yo4r "95
cfncttjlJntyU4FtnSmtttm
wimlut wiek's prist.
Thk week's question:
Who has advanced to the US.
Open Mea'i tennis final four
times never to win?
snaps losing streaK
V--
'
v-
-
photo by BRTTTANY BULLAKD
Lara Horbay 94 and Carrie Headrkk 97 Jnmp up for a block.
Intramural Volleyball
Roster Deadline
September 13
.Send RostereWaiver form to
TirTvTrri.r2114.X31l
Yon most submit
Absolutely no exceptions.
The
Men's Soccer:
Saturday-- at Wilmington (730)
Wednesday- - Malone (4:00)
Football:
Saturday- - at Kalamazoo (130)
--
.
Tbiirnmnent Starts
September 20
RW form in order to be scheduled.
upcoming week in Sports:
Women's Soccer:
The Lady Scot Classic
Saturday and Sunday-(Genese- o,
Heidelberg, Scranton)
Field Hockey:
Saturday- - Ohio Wesleyan (11:00)
Lady Scots
season with
By LAUREN COHEN
The Lady Scots' soccer record of
two wins and one loss isn't necessar-
ily great until you consider that the
team's only toss came at the hands of
the number one team in the country
lastFriday. The Lady Scots women's
soccer team lost by a score of 2--1 to
William Smith Ccilege(l --0),the num-
ber cik team in Division III women's
Despite last Friday's loss, the
women bounced back to defeat Hei-
delberg College by a score of 2--0
Wednesday evening at Carl Dale
Memorial Held.
According to head coach David
. Brown, his team was nervous going
mtoFridasganKagamstthenatkn's
top team. "Yeah, they werenervous,
out they also were very intense.
The nervousness was positive,".
Brown said.
Offensively, Wooster'i only goal
camemtheseandpeood, whenLaura
Fembach 96 scored an onassisted
goaL That goal evened thescore, unul
William Smith managed to drive in
the game-winni- ng goal less man a
minute after Fernbach's.
On the defensive side, goalkeeper
LisaHall 94 chalked up nine saves to
hold. William Smith to two goals.
"Our defense - as a uni-t- did very
well," said Brown.
Looking at it over the weekend.
I rf.'m
:
-
"
at .
y- -
photo by BRITTANY BULLARD
The Lady Scot soccer team takes control of the action during hs 2--1
loss at the hands of William Smith College, the number one team in the
nation, last Friday.
Volleyball:
Earty BirdTournament
Friday and Sunday (Sept 10--1 1
at Oberlin
GLCA Tournament
Friday and Saturday (Sept 17-18- W
atOberhn
begin
2--1 mark
we feel that we can compete in that
national calibreofteams,"Brownsaid,
adding that despite the loss, "the team
now knows they do deserve to be
nationally ranked."
The results of Wednesday s game
against Heidelberg (1-- 1) were more
positive for the Scots.
Despite starting off slowly in the
first half, Larisa Fricsons 94 and
Julian Matheson "97 managed one
unassisted goal each in the second
half to give the Scots the 2-- 0 edge
over Heidelberg. Hall turned in three
saves for the shutout
"We were tentative in the begin-
ning, but following the first twenty
ininutesweplayedweIL"Brownsaid,
although, he added, "We should have
killed the game off earlier."
As the Scots look ahead to this
weekend'sIyScaOassic.Biown
says that now, confident about the
team's defense, they will be focusing
on their shooting.
"We're going to be doing a k of
shooting. Shooting is more than tech--"
nique, it's an attitude," he said. "We
need to work to attack me ball and to
want to score." Brown believes that
the 2--0 shutout against Heidelberg
will help the team be more confident
of their ability to compete. - "
The Scots hostGeneseo, Heidel-
berg, and Scranton this weekend in
the Lady Scot Classic at Cad Dale
Field.
-
Quote ofthe week
"This is the most enjoyable
team that I've ever coached."
-
--Head Soccer Coach Bob
Nye referring to the 1993
Fighting Scots
men's soccer team.
